
Methods	  
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Hierarchy	  of	  the	  brain	  
•  Behavior	  
•  Systems,	  regions	  and	  pathways	  
•  Neuronal	  populaCon,	  centers,	  local	  circuits	  
•  Neurons	  
•  Synapses	  
•  Molecules	  



So	  what	  is	  a	  system?	  

•  Performs	  complex,	  though	  fundamental	  funcCons	  
(operaConally	  defined).	  

•  Invariably	  involve	  many	  brain	  regions.	  
•  Because	  of	  feedback,	  hierarchy	  gets	  lost.	  
•  Though	  neurons	  are	  the	  building	  blocks,	  the	  essence	  

of	  the	  funcCon	  is	  contained	  in	  the	  network.	  
•  The	  acCvity	  of	  one	  neuron	  is	  rarely	  important.	  
•  Thousands	  or	  millions	  of	  neurons	  are	  usually	  involved	  

in	  a	  percept.	  
•  The	  way	  in	  which	  the	  informaCon	  is	  combined	  is	  

largely	  unknown.	  
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Transcranial	  MagneCc	  SCmulaCon	  
(TMS)	  

Transient	  and	  safe	  disrupCon	  of	  local	  neuronal	  acCvity	  
‘reversible	  lesions’	  -‐>	  causal	  link	  



Kosslyn	  et	  al.,	  1999	  	  



Positron	  Emission	  Tomography	  
(PET)	  

Measures	  metabolic	  needs	  of	  the	  brain	  
Follows	  glucose	  to	  see	  which	  areas	  are	  acCve	  during	  a	  task	  



PET	  



Positron	  Emission	  Tomography	  
(PET)	  

Pros:	  	  
Allows	  imaging	  of	  anything	  that	  

can	  be	  tagged	  

Cons:	  	  
Poor	  temporal	  resoluCon	  
Poor	  spaCal	  resoluCon	  

Requires	  injecCon	  of	  radioacCve	  
material	  



MagneCc	  Resonance	  Imaging	  
(MRI)	  



Diffusion	  Tensor	  (Spectral)	  Imaging	  	  
(DTI/DSI)	  



funcConal	  MagneCc	  Resonance	  Imaging	  
(fMRI)	  



How	  does	  fMRI	  work?	  	  

The	  scanner	  and	  its	  associated	  hardware	  is	  responsible	  for	  both	  generaBng	  the	  magneBc	  field	  and	  
detecBng	  how	  it	  is	  affected	  by	  brain	  Bssue.	  Different	  brain	  Bssues	  react	  differently	  to	  magneBc	  
pulses.	  

The	  scanner	  is	  essenCally	  a	  large	  magnet	  

x	  30,000	  Bmes	  
that	  of	  the	  earth	  
(for	  1.5T)	  

Strength	  of	  the	  magneBc	  field	  in	  the	  brain	  is	  affected	  by	  the	  relaBve	  concentraBon	  of	  
deoxyhemoglobin/oxyhemoglobin.	  

De-‐oxyhemoglobin	  in	  a	  brain	  region	  locally	  reduces	  the	  homogeneity	  of	  the	  magneBc	  field,	  
thereby	  decreasing	  the	  magneBc	  signal	  that	  is	  emi6ed	  by	  that	  brain	  region.	  	  



Basic Model of Relationship Between 
BOLD fMRI & Neuronal Activity 



Temporal	  CharacterisBc	  (Hemodynamic	  Response)	  
Hemodynamic delay	  
(5sec)	  

TIME (sec)	  
0	       5	         10	  

Stimulus Duration (1 sec)	  

Averaged Waveform	  

Single Waveforms	  2	  

4	  

Temporal	  resoluBon	  of	  fMRI	  signal	  is	  mostly	  limited	  by	  the	  sluggishness	  in	  
the	  hemodynamic	  response	  	  to	  the	  sBmulus	  presentaBon.	  
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funcConal	  MagneCc	  Resonance	  Imaging	  
(fMRI)	  

Pros:	  	  
Great	  spaCal	  resoluCon	  

Non-‐invasive	  

Cons:	  	  
Poor	  temporal	  resoluCon	  

Indirect	  measure	  of	  neural	  acCvity	  



BOLD vs Neuronal Activity 

•  Logothetis, et al., 2001 
recorded LFP, MUA, SUA, 
and BOLD simultaneously 

•  BOLD response best 
explained by changes in 
LFP 

•  Suggests BOLD reflects 
“incoming input and local 
processing rather than 
spiking activity” 

•  ”The BOLD contrast 
mechanism directly 
directly reflects the neural 
responses elicited by a 
stimulus.” 



fMRI	  contrast	  (univariate	  results)	  
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luminance) of the stimuli has been subtracted out, and even when
subjects merely view the stimuli passively with no task requirement.

The preference of the PPA for photographs of scenes over faces,
objects and houses is suggestive, but does not in itself demonstrate
that the PPA encodes spatial layout. If the PPA is involved in
representing the shape of the local environment, then it should be
strongly activated by scenes even when they depict only bare spatial
layouts without discrete objects. On the other hand, if the PPA is
involved in an analysis of the identities, meanings, or relative
locations of the objects in the scenes, then it should be more
active for arrays containing multiple objects (without any three-
dimensional spatial context) than for bare spatial layouts. To assess
these and other possibilities, six subjects were run in a second
experiment in which they viewed (Fig. 3a) photographs of (1)
unfamiliar indoor scenes of rooms with furniture, plants, and so on:
(2) the same rooms photographed from the same angle after all of
the objects had been removed; (3) arrays, each of which contained
all of the objects from one of the furnished rooms cut out from the
original background and rearranged in a random configuration;
(4) faces; (5) single objects; (6) familiar outdoor scenes (of the
MIT campus); (7) outdoor scenes of unfamiliar natural environ-
ments containing few discrete objects; and (8) familiar landmarks
(mostly buildings) from the MIT campus cut out from their original
backgrounds.

Strikingly, the PPA responded much more strongly to scenes
depicting bare spatial layout (empty rooms and landscapes) than it

did to faces, objects or multiple object arrays (Fig. 3). The response
in the PPA to empty rooms was as strong as the response to the same
rooms furnished (F ⇥ 1:3), and over twice as strong as the response
to arrays of multiple objects without spatial context (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤
24.13, P ⇥ 0:01). Further, the response to multiple object arrays
was not significantly greater than to single objects (F ⇥ 1). Finally,
the response to empty landscapes with few discrete objects was
comparable to the response to empty rooms (F ⇥ 1). These
results demonstrate that the presence of multiple objects is neither
sufficient nor necessary for activation of the PPA. On the other
hand, scenes depicting the shape of the local environment activate
the PPA even if they are bare and uninteresting.

The response to landmarks cut out from their background was
significantly higher than the response to objects (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤ 28:0,
P ⇥ 0:01). The landmarks were mostly buildings, so this result is
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Figure 1 Results of experiment 1, demonstrating that the PPA responds
selectively to scenes. a, Examples of intact and scrambled versions of the four
different types of stumli (top), and the average per cent signal change for each
stimulus type in the PPA averaged over all subjects (bottom). The difference
between intact and scrambled versions of each picture is a measure of the
response in the PPA to each stimulus type partially unconfounded from the
response to its low-level visual features. Half of the scenes were outdoor scenes
of the MIT campus, and half were indoor scenes of unfamiliar locations. b, The
time course of the per cent change in MR signal intensity in the PPA over the
period of the scan. Per cent signal change was calculated individually for each
subject using that subject’s fixation activation as baseline and then averaging
across subjects (black dot indicates fixation epochs). i, Intact; s, scrambled; S,
scenes; F, faces; O, objects; H, houses.
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Figure 2 Anatomical location of the PPA. a, A single slice from each of the nine
subjects in experiment 1 showing the PPA; functional data from this experiment is
overlaid on a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image of the same slice.
Right hemisphere appears on the left. Significance levels reflect the results of a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing the MR signal intensity during viewing of
intact scenes to signal intensity during viewing of intact objects and faces. Note
that the location of the PPA (indicated with yellow arrows) is strikingly consistent
across subjects. The activated region (contiguous voxels reaching the P ⇥ 10� 4

statistical criterion) was larger (t�8⇥ ⇤ 3:21, P ⇥ 0:01) in the right hemisphere
(average, 1.1 c.c.) than the left hemisphere (0.69 c.c.). Significant activation was
also found in the anterior calcarine sulcus, but because of the proximity of this
region to retinotopic cortex, this activation is not discussed here. b, Two adjacent
slices from a single subject demonstrating that the PPA (yellow arrows) does not
overlap with the posterior part of the hippocampus (green arrows). Posterior slice
appears on the left. Talairach coordinates of PPA activation for this subject are −6,
18, −39 and −6, −34, 30 (S–I, M–L, A–P).
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luminance) of the stimuli has been subtracted out, and even when
subjects merely view the stimuli passively with no task requirement.

The preference of the PPA for photographs of scenes over faces,
objects and houses is suggestive, but does not in itself demonstrate
that the PPA encodes spatial layout. If the PPA is involved in
representing the shape of the local environment, then it should be
strongly activated by scenes even when they depict only bare spatial
layouts without discrete objects. On the other hand, if the PPA is
involved in an analysis of the identities, meanings, or relative
locations of the objects in the scenes, then it should be more
active for arrays containing multiple objects (without any three-
dimensional spatial context) than for bare spatial layouts. To assess
these and other possibilities, six subjects were run in a second
experiment in which they viewed (Fig. 3a) photographs of (1)
unfamiliar indoor scenes of rooms with furniture, plants, and so on:
(2) the same rooms photographed from the same angle after all of
the objects had been removed; (3) arrays, each of which contained
all of the objects from one of the furnished rooms cut out from the
original background and rearranged in a random configuration;
(4) faces; (5) single objects; (6) familiar outdoor scenes (of the
MIT campus); (7) outdoor scenes of unfamiliar natural environ-
ments containing few discrete objects; and (8) familiar landmarks
(mostly buildings) from the MIT campus cut out from their original
backgrounds.

Strikingly, the PPA responded much more strongly to scenes
depicting bare spatial layout (empty rooms and landscapes) than it

did to faces, objects or multiple object arrays (Fig. 3). The response
in the PPA to empty rooms was as strong as the response to the same
rooms furnished (F ⇥ 1:3), and over twice as strong as the response
to arrays of multiple objects without spatial context (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤
24.13, P ⇥ 0:01). Further, the response to multiple object arrays
was not significantly greater than to single objects (F ⇥ 1). Finally,
the response to empty landscapes with few discrete objects was
comparable to the response to empty rooms (F ⇥ 1). These
results demonstrate that the presence of multiple objects is neither
sufficient nor necessary for activation of the PPA. On the other
hand, scenes depicting the shape of the local environment activate
the PPA even if they are bare and uninteresting.

The response to landmarks cut out from their background was
significantly higher than the response to objects (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤ 28:0,
P ⇥ 0:01). The landmarks were mostly buildings, so this result is
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Figure 1 Results of experiment 1, demonstrating that the PPA responds
selectively to scenes. a, Examples of intact and scrambled versions of the four
different types of stumli (top), and the average per cent signal change for each
stimulus type in the PPA averaged over all subjects (bottom). The difference
between intact and scrambled versions of each picture is a measure of the
response in the PPA to each stimulus type partially unconfounded from the
response to its low-level visual features. Half of the scenes were outdoor scenes
of the MIT campus, and half were indoor scenes of unfamiliar locations. b, The
time course of the per cent change in MR signal intensity in the PPA over the
period of the scan. Per cent signal change was calculated individually for each
subject using that subject’s fixation activation as baseline and then averaging
across subjects (black dot indicates fixation epochs). i, Intact; s, scrambled; S,
scenes; F, faces; O, objects; H, houses.
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Figure 2 Anatomical location of the PPA. a, A single slice from each of the nine
subjects in experiment 1 showing the PPA; functional data from this experiment is
overlaid on a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image of the same slice.
Right hemisphere appears on the left. Significance levels reflect the results of a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing the MR signal intensity during viewing of
intact scenes to signal intensity during viewing of intact objects and faces. Note
that the location of the PPA (indicated with yellow arrows) is strikingly consistent
across subjects. The activated region (contiguous voxels reaching the P ⇥ 10� 4

statistical criterion) was larger (t�8⇥ ⇤ 3:21, P ⇥ 0:01) in the right hemisphere
(average, 1.1 c.c.) than the left hemisphere (0.69 c.c.). Significant activation was
also found in the anterior calcarine sulcus, but because of the proximity of this
region to retinotopic cortex, this activation is not discussed here. b, Two adjacent
slices from a single subject demonstrating that the PPA (yellow arrows) does not
overlap with the posterior part of the hippocampus (green arrows). Posterior slice
appears on the left. Talairach coordinates of PPA activation for this subject are −6,
18, −39 and −6, −34, 30 (S–I, M–L, A–P).
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luminance) of the stimuli has been subtracted out, and even when
subjects merely view the stimuli passively with no task requirement.

The preference of the PPA for photographs of scenes over faces,
objects and houses is suggestive, but does not in itself demonstrate
that the PPA encodes spatial layout. If the PPA is involved in
representing the shape of the local environment, then it should be
strongly activated by scenes even when they depict only bare spatial
layouts without discrete objects. On the other hand, if the PPA is
involved in an analysis of the identities, meanings, or relative
locations of the objects in the scenes, then it should be more
active for arrays containing multiple objects (without any three-
dimensional spatial context) than for bare spatial layouts. To assess
these and other possibilities, six subjects were run in a second
experiment in which they viewed (Fig. 3a) photographs of (1)
unfamiliar indoor scenes of rooms with furniture, plants, and so on:
(2) the same rooms photographed from the same angle after all of
the objects had been removed; (3) arrays, each of which contained
all of the objects from one of the furnished rooms cut out from the
original background and rearranged in a random configuration;
(4) faces; (5) single objects; (6) familiar outdoor scenes (of the
MIT campus); (7) outdoor scenes of unfamiliar natural environ-
ments containing few discrete objects; and (8) familiar landmarks
(mostly buildings) from the MIT campus cut out from their original
backgrounds.

Strikingly, the PPA responded much more strongly to scenes
depicting bare spatial layout (empty rooms and landscapes) than it

did to faces, objects or multiple object arrays (Fig. 3). The response
in the PPA to empty rooms was as strong as the response to the same
rooms furnished (F ⇥ 1:3), and over twice as strong as the response
to arrays of multiple objects without spatial context (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤
24.13, P ⇥ 0:01). Further, the response to multiple object arrays
was not significantly greater than to single objects (F ⇥ 1). Finally,
the response to empty landscapes with few discrete objects was
comparable to the response to empty rooms (F ⇥ 1). These
results demonstrate that the presence of multiple objects is neither
sufficient nor necessary for activation of the PPA. On the other
hand, scenes depicting the shape of the local environment activate
the PPA even if they are bare and uninteresting.

The response to landmarks cut out from their background was
significantly higher than the response to objects (F�1; 8⇥ ⇤ 28:0,
P ⇥ 0:01). The landmarks were mostly buildings, so this result is
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Figure 1 Results of experiment 1, demonstrating that the PPA responds
selectively to scenes. a, Examples of intact and scrambled versions of the four
different types of stumli (top), and the average per cent signal change for each
stimulus type in the PPA averaged over all subjects (bottom). The difference
between intact and scrambled versions of each picture is a measure of the
response in the PPA to each stimulus type partially unconfounded from the
response to its low-level visual features. Half of the scenes were outdoor scenes
of the MIT campus, and half were indoor scenes of unfamiliar locations. b, The
time course of the per cent change in MR signal intensity in the PPA over the
period of the scan. Per cent signal change was calculated individually for each
subject using that subject’s fixation activation as baseline and then averaging
across subjects (black dot indicates fixation epochs). i, Intact; s, scrambled; S,
scenes; F, faces; O, objects; H, houses.
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Figure 2 Anatomical location of the PPA. a, A single slice from each of the nine
subjects in experiment 1 showing the PPA; functional data from this experiment is
overlaid on a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image of the same slice.
Right hemisphere appears on the left. Significance levels reflect the results of a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing the MR signal intensity during viewing of
intact scenes to signal intensity during viewing of intact objects and faces. Note
that the location of the PPA (indicated with yellow arrows) is strikingly consistent
across subjects. The activated region (contiguous voxels reaching the P ⇥ 10� 4

statistical criterion) was larger (t�8⇥ ⇤ 3:21, P ⇥ 0:01) in the right hemisphere
(average, 1.1 c.c.) than the left hemisphere (0.69 c.c.). Significant activation was
also found in the anterior calcarine sulcus, but because of the proximity of this
region to retinotopic cortex, this activation is not discussed here. b, Two adjacent
slices from a single subject demonstrating that the PPA (yellow arrows) does not
overlap with the posterior part of the hippocampus (green arrows). Posterior slice
appears on the left. Talairach coordinates of PPA activation for this subject are −6,
18, −39 and −6, −34, 30 (S–I, M–L, A–P).



PresentaCon	  1	   PresentaCon	  2	  

fMRI	  adaptaBon	  

AdaptaCon	  
(fMRI-‐A)	  



fMRI	  adaptaBon	  
SCm	  A	  

SCm	  B	  



fMRI	  adaptaBon	  



•  Top graph - release of 
response to attributes other 
than color thus this area 
preferentially responds 
to changes in physical 
characteristics 

 
•  Bottom graph - release of 

response only to vehicle 
type thus this area 
preferentially responds to 
complex object 
categories 

fMRI	  adaptaBon	  



fMRI univariate contrasts 
and adaptation designs look 
at the average activation 
across an ROI 

fMRI multivariate pattern 
analysis (MVPA): 
Looks at the pattern of 
activity voxel-by-voxel  



3 mm 

3 mm 

3 mm 

low 
activity 

high 
activity 

fMRI	  MVPA	  



More	  similar	  –	  the	  more	  evidence	  they	  are	  represented	  by	  similar	  means	  

fMRI	  MVPA	  



•  RepresentaConal	  Similarity	  Analysis	  
•  Machine-‐learning	  classifier	  techniques	  (linear	  svm)	  

fMRI	  MVPA	  



Keep	  in	  mind:	  
	  
•  SpaCal	  resoluCon	  
•  Temporal	  resoluCon	  
•  Enough	  power?	  
•  Individual	  variability	  
•  noise	  


